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“A PhD is seeing the world in 4 years”
It’s all about finding **motivation**

… to be creative

… to collaborate

… to publish
This could be your motivation!

Broaden your horizons …

… while enriching your research!
Existing solutions

Some research 2.0 solutions

WikiCFP
A Wiki for Calls For Papers

Conference Partner

Arnetminer

eventseer.net

Conference Alerts
Academic Conferences Worldwide

conferize
NEVER MISS A CONFERENCE

… but no **personalization** + linked data!
The idea (1/3)

Find relevant conferences/events/...

- based on your research interests
- using conference linked data
- using geodata
Find collaborators
● from your suggested conferences, and theirs
The idea (3/3)

Find useful recommendations
- scientific aspects
- non-scientific aspects
The demo

(disclaimer: let’s assume today is 01-01-2008)
The scientific benefits

★ collaborations

★ submission conditions

★ relevant publications

★ event rating

...
The non-scientific benefits

- budget analyses
- location information
- accommodation rating
- co-located events

...
Thank you for your attention!